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Abstract
We investigate the scaling for decaying turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) in the free-convective
boundary layer, from the time the surface heat flux starts decaying, until a few hours after it
has vanished. We conduct a set of large-eddy simulation experiments, consider various initial
convective situations, and prescribe realistic decays of the surface heat flux over a wide range
of time scales. We find that the TKE time evolution is dictated by the decaying magnitude
of the surface heat flux up to 0.7τ approximately, where τ is the prescribed duration from
maximum to zero surface heat flux. During the time period starting at zero surface heat flux,
we search for potential power-law scaling by examining the log–log presentation of TKE as
a function of time. First, we find that the description of the decay highly depends on whether
the time origin is defined as the time when the surface heat flux starts decaying (traditional
scaling framework), or the time when it vanishes (proposed new scaling framework). Second,
when varying τ , the results plotted in the traditional scaling framework indicate variations in
the power-law decay rates over several orders of magnitude. In the new scaling framework,
however, we find a unique decay exponent in the order of 1, independent of the initial convective condition, and independent of τ , giving support for the proposed scaling framework.
Keywords Convective scaling · Free-convective boundary layer · Power-law scaling ·
Similarity relations · Turbulence kinetic energy decay

1 Introduction
Daytime atmospheric turbulent convection typically develops over heated surfaces, achieving
the most intense mixing in the early afternoon, and decays following the subsequent reduction
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in the surface sensible heat flux (H ) during the afternoon transition. The “surface sensible
heat flux” will hereafter be called the “heat flux”. The sketch in Fig. 1 illustrates the main
stages of turbulence decay in the convective boundary layer (CBL); we define these stages
after Nadeau et al. (2011). The first stage is an afternoon transition, and at this stage, the heat
flux decreases but remains positive, thus, counteracting the turbulence decay. The second
stage is an evening transition. At this stage, the heat flux becomes negative, and a shallow
stably-stratified boundary layer (SBL) insulates the residual convective turbulence in the
atmosphere from the surface.
Significant understanding of the afternoon and evening transitions in the CBL was achieved
following the Boundary-Layer Late Afternoon and Sunset Turbulence (BLLAST) project
(Lothon et al. 2014). The BLLAST project was primarily a field experiment, which integrated
a complete hierarchy of modelling efforts (e.g. Darbieu et al. 2015; Couvreux et al. 2016;
Nilsson et al. 2016). Our idealized study focuses on scaling the bulk turbulence kinetic energy
(TKE) response to the heat-flux decay. We investigate the decay of TKE in the CBL, and
how the corresponding decay laws relate to other configurations of decaying turbulence.
The first motivation is based on van Heerwaarden and Mellado (2016), who used a direct
numerical simulation (DNS), and suggested that the decay of TKE in the CBL during the
afternoon transition is a direct function of the time-dependent heat flux and the depth of the
mixed layer (z i ), namely the convective scaling established by Deardorff (1970). However,
van Heerwaarden and Mellado (2016) provided little insight into the very late stage of the
decay when the magnitude of the heat flux, although positive, becomes too small to scale the
decay of TKE (see their Fig. 6d, green curve). With our set of large-eddy simulation (LES)
experiments, we first show that our results are in line with van Heerwaarden and Mellado
(2016). Taking a step further, we quantify the time when the convective scaling breaks down,
and relate our result to Darbieu et al. (2015).
The second motivation comes from Nadeau et al. (2011) who suggested a simple local
model for the decay of both the afternoon and evening transitions. Based on the TKE budget

Fig. 1 Schematic sketch for the decay of turbulent convective mixing in the atmospheric boundary layer,
responding to the decay of the heat flux. The decay phase is partitioned into afternoon and evening transitions,
based on the time evolution of the heat flux. The height of the capping inversion is referred to by z i . The
horizontal cross-sections show corresponding typical instantaneous fields of vertical velocity. The graphs are
taken from model simulations performed herein
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equation, they prescribed the buoyancy production/destruction term according to surface
observations from different field campaigns, and parametrized the dissipation term assuming
a constant dissipation length scale (see their Eqs. 3 and 9). They solved for TKE by numerical
integration, then plotted the solution in a log–log presentation, searching for linear regions
in the curve that would suggest a power-law decay. The major finding in the TKE log–log
presentation was a continuous increase of the absolute values of the slopes, around the time
when the heat flux changes sign. To summarize the interpretation of this result, Nadeau
et al. (2011) wrote: “Note how the decay rate goes from t −2 to t −6 , indicating that the
convective decay of turbulence starts slowly. The influence of stable stratification causes
a rapid collapse of turbulence at the early evening transition.” Rizza et al. (2013) ran a
realistic LES experiment to verify that the conclusions of Nadeau et al. (2011) for the lateafternoon/early-evening transition still apply to the TKE averaged over the boundary-layer
depth. We first show that our results are in line with Nadeau et al. (2011) and Rizza et al.
(2013), then prove that the decay exponent in the scaling framework suggested by Nadeau
et al. (2011) depends on τ . We suggest a new power-law scaling for the residual TKE above
the surface layer, with the corresponding exponent independent of τ .
We make a distinction between the decay phases where, (i) the heat flux is positive and the
convective scaling applies, and (ii) the heat flux is zero with remaining turbulence from the
previous convective regime. For convenience, the latter phase is termed the evening transition.
However, we keep in mind that zero heat flux is a limiting case for more realistic evening
transition situations with negative heat flux and the formation of a near-surface SBL. We will
show in the discussion that the power-law scaling suggested for the first-order decay of TKE
within the core of the residual layer is not affected by the absence of a near-surface SBL.
Power-law scaling for decaying TKE has strong theoretical foundations in homogeneous
and isotropic turbulence (e.g. von Karman and Howarth 1937; Kolmogorov 1941; Batchelor and Townsend 1948; Saffman 1967; George 1992). Von Karman and Howarth (1937)
started with the prognostic equation for the two-point velocity correlation, and showed that
power-law scaling for the TKE follows from the self-similarity assumption. Though most
of the theoretical results agree upon a power-law decay, they diverge with respect to the
corresponding decay exponent, predicted to be in the interval [1, 2.5]. This is explained by
the various choices one can make for the length and velocity scales within the assumed selfsimilar profile, and the wide range of Reynolds-number regimes (e.g. Meldi and Sagaut 2013;
Djenidi and Antonia 2015). Power-law decay is further supported by DNS (e.g. Huang and
Leonard 1994; Mazzi and Vassilicos 2004; Ishida et al. 2009; Perot 2011), and laboratory
experiments (e.g. Batchelor and Townsend 1948; Monin and Yaglom 1975; Mohamed and
LaRue 1990; Lavoie et al. 2007). Except in theory, where exact values for the decay exponent
can be deduced, all numerical and laboratory experiments (to our knowledge) rely on fitting
their results with analytical functions. We refer to Perot (2011, Sect. B) for a clear and critical
appraisal of the issues raised by curve fitting.
In homogeneous and isotropic turbulence, the fields of velocity disturbances and associated
TKE are—by definition—free to decay, independent of any forcing. Conversely, in the CBL,
the decay of TKE during the afternoon transition is subject to the remaining thermal forcing at
the surface. Even if one can assume a decoupling between the thermal sink at the surface, and
the TKE evolution above the stable surface layer, decaying entrainment at the top inversion
(e.g. Sorbjan 1997; Pino et al. 2006) might influence the TKE budget above the surface layer,
through a conversion between kinetic, and potential energy.
Increased complexity in the CBL turbulence compared to homogeneous and isotropic
turbulence, prevents the development of strong theories. Except in the simple model of
Nieuwstadt and Brost (1986), based on the TKE budget without buoyancy leading to a
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power-law decay with exponent 2, almost all the conclusions for the turbulence decay rates
in the CBL rely on fitting numerical results (e.g. Nieuwstadt and Brost 1986; Sorbjan 1997;
Goulart et al. 2003; Pino et al. 2006; Nadeau et al. 2011; Rizza et al. 2013). With a new
set of LES experiments, we examine the decay during the evening transition based on the
log–log presentation of TKE. In this presentation, we carefully analyze the consequences of
two different choices for the time origin, and thereby question the currently accepted powerlaw scaling suggesting a fast turbulence decay during the evening transition. Based on this
analysis, we then propose a new scaling that is given a physically sound basis when varying
the physical parameters defining the system. Section 2 presents the LES model and describes
the numerical experiments. Results are presented in Sect. 3, followed by a discussion in
Sect. 4, and conclusions in Sect. 5.

2 Description of the LES Model and the Numerical Experiments
The LES model PALM (Maronga et al. 2015) (revision 2663) has been widely applied to
different flow regimes in the convective and neutral boundary layers (e.g. Raasch and Franke
2011; Maronga 2014; Kanani-Sühring and Raasch 2015). The PALM model, which is used
herein, solves the filtered Navier–Stokes equations in the Boussinesq approximation and the
filtered transport equation for potential temperature. The model equations are discretized on a
Cartesian grid using finite differences. A 1.5-order flux–gradient subgrid closure scheme after
Deardorff (1980) is used, which involves the solution of an additional prognostic equation for
the subgrid-scale TKE. A fifth-order advection scheme after Wicker and Skamarock (2002)
and a third-order Runge–Kutta timestep scheme (Williamson 1980) are used to discretize the
model in space and time, with all simulations in the present study carried out using cyclic
lateral boundary conditions. For more details and a technical documentation, see Maronga
et al. (2015).
Overall, we performed 38 LES runs in which the CBL is driven by a prescribed homogeneous heat flux. At the bottom boundary, we impose a non-slip condition, while at the top
boundary within the free atmosphere, we impose constant velocity and potential temperature
gradients. A damping layer is added to the highest levels of the modelling domain, to prevent
effects of reflection within the boundary layer due to gravity waves formed at the interface
between the boundary layer and the free atmosphere. The domain extends horizontally over
12.8 km in both x and y directions. In the vertical direction, the domain height is either set
to 4.825 km for an initial kinematic surface heat flux of 0.1 K m s−1 or to 6.425 km for
a heat flux of 0.2 or 0.3 K m s−1 . These choices were guided by the requirement that the
domain size should be at least two times (for the vertical) and five times (for the horizontal)
larger than the maximum boundary-layer depth. This is sufficient to allow disturbances to
develop independent of the periodic sidewall effects so that the largest turbulent eddies can
evolve freely (Schmidt and Schumann 1989; de Roode et al. 2004). The grid spacing is 25 m
in all three directions. With the boundary-layer height ranging from about 1000 to 2000 m,
our discretization is coarse compared to state-of-the-art, high resolution LES experiments
(e.g. Sullivan and Patton 2011). However, a sensitivity test down to 12.5 m did not affect the
results, since we focus on the first-order decay of the bulk TKE. In addition, the subgridscale TKE never exceeds 6% of the total TKE (except the first grid cells near the surface)
through the time analysis for all the runs (see Fig. 2a for run H 0.1_τ 6_λ3 as an example
[the nomenclature of the performed runs will be introduced later]).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2 a One-minute average profiles for the ratio of subgrid-scale and total TKE (ē), for run H 0.1_τ 6_λ3.
b One-minute average potential temperature (θ ) profiles at the simulation start (dashed lines), and at the
afternoon transition start (solid lines). λ is the free-atmospheric lapse rate in K km−1 . c Prescribed shapes
for H

We focus on simulations with zero geostrophic wind speed in order to avoid further complexity of the flow. However, the effect of geostrophic background flow is briefly discussed
in Sect. 4.2. All simulations are initiated with one of the two potential temperature profiles
(dashed lines) shown in Fig. 2b. The potential temperature equals 300 K at the surface, and
is constant up to 800 m, while above it increases at either 3 or 6 K km−1 . For each of these
initial profiles, we use three values of the initial kinematic surface heat flux, 0.1, 0.2, and
0.3 K m s−1 , resulting in six different convective situations. The convective flow develops
during 2 h spin-up time, with constant heat flux. The initiation of the heat-flux decay marks
the start of the afternoon transition, which is characterized by one of the six potential temperature profiles (solid lines) shown in Fig. 2b. In the remainder of this study, the initial
conditions for the decay will refer to one of the six convective situations at the start of the
afternoon transition.
To gain more confidence in our suggested scaling for the decay of TKE during the evening
transition, we consider the durations (τ ) of the afternoon transition, varying between 3 and
8 h, based on ten intensive observation periods of the BLLAST field campaign (Lothon et al.
2014). For our simulations we selected τ = 2, 4, 6 and 10 h, and prescribe a gradual and
slow heat-flux decay with sinusoidal time dependence. The time between the maximum and
zero heat flux corresponds to one quarter of the sinusoid, as shown in Fig. 2c. We considered
additional runs with linear decay of the heat flux to test the sensitivity of our results to the
prescribed shape of the heat flux. The evening transition starts when the heat flux reaches
zero, with H = 0 during 4 h. We made the choice to investigate the decay of TKE when
the surface thermal forcing is identically zero. This is of course a highly idealized situation,
excluding complications rising from thermal-energy exchanges between the atmosphere and
the surface. We debate the possible drawbacks from this simplifying assumption in Sect. 4.
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When discussing the relevance of the new scaling for the decay of TKE following a gradual
decrease in the heat flux, it is also useful to consider a case where the heat flux abruptly
decays to zero, as this situation has been investigated and discussed in various studies before
(Nieuwstadt and Brost 1986; Pino et al. 2006).
Hereafter, we refer to each experiment by the initial value of the kinematic surface heat flux,
followed by the duration of the afternoon transition, and finally the free atmospheric lapse
rate. For example, in run H 0.1_τ 6_λ3 the initial kinematic surface heat flux is 0.1 K m s−1 ,
and decreases to zero during the following 6 h; the free atmospheric lapse rate is λ =
3 K km−1 . The runs with linear heat-flux decay are used only for comparison with the
sinusoidal-decay cases. We therefore do not indicate the full nomenclature for these runs.
Table 1 summarizes the convective scales at the start of the afternoon transition for the LES
runs with zero geostrophic wind speed, along with an eddy-turnover time defined at the
beginning of the evening transition, which will be introduced as a normalization factor in
Sect. 3.4.2.

Table 1 Convective scales (after Deardorff (1970)) at the afternoon-transition start: z i0 , w∗0 , and t∗0 The
subscript 0 indicates the afternoon transition start. The eddy-turnover time tET is defined at the eveningtransition start as: (z i /[ē]1/2 )ET . The square brackets indicate averaging over z i (z i is defined in Sect. 3.1)
Run

z i0 (m)

w∗0 (m s−1 )

t∗0 (min)

tET (min)

H 0.1_τ 10_λ3

1275

1.6

13.2

68

H 0.1_τ 6_λ3

1275

1.6

13.2

56

H 0.1_τ 4_λ3

1275

1.6

13.2

50

H 0.1_τ 2_λ3

1275

1.6

13.2

42

H 0.2_τ 10_λ3

1550

2.2

12.0

66

H 0.2_τ 6_λ3

1550

2.2

12.0

52

H 0.2_τ 4_λ3

1550

2.2

12.0

47

H 0.2_τ 2_λ3

1550

2.2

12.0

39

H 0.3_τ 10_λ3

1775

2.6

11.4

65

H 0.3_τ 6_λ3

1775

2.6

11.4

54

H 0.3_τ 4_λ3

1775

2.6

11.4

42

H 0.3_τ 2_λ3

1775

2.6

11.4

35

H 0.1_τ 10_λ6

1125

1.5

12.2

61

H 0.1_τ 6_λ6

1125

1.5

12.2

51

H 0.1_τ 4_λ6

1125

1.5

12.2

45

H 0.1_τ 2_λ6

1125

1.5

12.2

37

H 0.2_τ 10_λ6

1275

2.0

10.5

55

H 0.2_τ 6_λ6

1275

2.0

10.5

48

H 0.2_τ 4_λ6

1275

2.0

10.5

45
38

H 0.2_τ 2_λ6

1275

2.0

10.5

H 0.3_τ 10_λ6

1425

2.4

9.9

54

H 0.3_τ 6_λ6

1425

2.4

9.9

48

H 0.3_τ 4_λ6

1425

2.4

9.9

40

H 0.3_τ 2_λ6

1425

2.4

9.9

33
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3 Results
3.1 Features of the Decay
The analysis of turbulence decay carried out is based on the TKE averaged over the timeevolving CBL depth, which is defined as the height from the surface, where the vertical
gradient of the mean potential temperature has its maximum. To give an impression of how
the turbulent structures decay, Fig. 3 shows horizontal cross-sections for the vertical velocity
(w) at three different times for run H 0.1_τ 6_λ3. Each section is a snapshot at the level
of 0.3z i . At the start of the afternoon transition (Fig. 3a), our simulation reproduces the
typical cellular organization in the flow structure for the stationary CBL with narrow updraft
regions, surrounded by broad areas of downdraft. This is the classical expected flow field
for a well-developed CBL (e.g. Schmidt and Schumann 1989). At the start of the evening
transition (Fig. 3b), the gradients decreased and the disparity between updraft and downdraft
areas is reduced. This is further quantified in Fig. 4, showing vertical profiles of the variance
and skewness of w. The observed increase in horizontal length scales from Fig. 3a to b is
consistent with the previous findings of Pino et al. (2006) and Darbieu et al. (2015). Around
9t∗0 after the start of the evening transition (where the subscript 0 refers to the start of
the afternoon transition, Fig. 3c) the structural distinction between updraft and downdraft
areas has largely disappeared, consistent with the skewness approaching zero, indicating that
updrafts and downdrafts are evenly distributed (Fig. 4b).

Fig. 3 Horizontal cross-sections of w in run H 0.1_τ 6_λ3 at three times, a start of the afternoon transition; b
start of the evening transition; c 9 t∗0 after the evening transition start. Each cross section is at 0.3z i . Different
colour scales are used for different times

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 Instantaneous profiles of the w variance (σw2 ) (a) and skewness (Skw ) (b), at the same time as shown
for the horizontal cross-sections in Fig. 3
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 Instantaneous w spectra calculated along the x direction averaged over the y direction, at the same time
as shown for the horizontal cross-sections in Fig. 3; a dimensional, b normalized by the variance. Contributions
from wavelengths smaller than four grid spacing are not shown as these scales are unresolved by the LES
model. The slope of the black lines is −2/3

One-dimensional spectra of the vertical velocity for three selected times are shown in
Fig. 5. The spectral density decays at all scales (see Fig. 5a), and to further compare the
relative qualitative decay among different scales, we normalize the spectral density with the
variance of the respective data, and show the result in Fig. 5b. The peak of energy flattens
and broadens through time, in line with the findings of Darbieu et al. (2015). In the inertial
subrange, the time evolution of spectral density is not uniform across the scales, the largest
scales being the most affected by the decay.

3.2 The Break Down of Convective Scaling
The convective scaling proposed by Deardorff (1970) applies when the heat flux is constant.
In the case of decaying heat flux, van Heerwaarden and Mellado (2016) showed that the time
dependent w∗ is still an appropriate scale for the decay of TKE. Furthermore, this result is
subject to slowly varying heat flux (van Driel and Jonker 2011; van Heerwaarden and Mellado
2016). Using LES experiments, van Driel and Jonker (2011) showed that w∗ is no longer
applicable when the heat flux varies rapidly, i.e. over time scales comparable to the initial
convective eddy-turnover time. They suggested a new scaling factor which includes a time
delay needed for the surface changes to be felt higher up in the atmosphere. Our results are in
line with previous findings (see Fig. 6a, b), and show in addition a gradual transition around
0.8τ , from the early to the late-afternoon transition where the time dependent w∗ becomes
inapplicable as a scaling factor. This finding might be connected with the results of Darbieu
et al. (2015). They suggested a separation of the afternoon transition in two phases: from
0 to 0.75τ when turbulence characteristics remain similar to those during fully convective
conditions, and from 0.75 to 1τ when turbulence characteristics change rapidly. Prescribing
a linear instead of sinusoidal decay of the heat flux does not change our conclusion, as can
be seen in Fig. 6a, b.
As typical criteria used to define the CBL depth evolve differently during the afternoon
transition (Lothon et al. 2014), we question the sensitivity of the transition from early to late
afternoon, to the definition of the CBL depth. When we define the CBL depth as the height
at which the heat flux is minimum instead of the height of the capping inversion, we find
no change in the approximate time when the convective scaling breaks down (see Fig. 6b).
During the late-afternoon transition and the following evening transition, the criteria based on
the minimum heat flux cannot be applied to locate the top of the remnant layer of turbulence.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Decay of TKE in runs H 0.1_τ 10_λ3, H 0.1_τ 6_λ3, H 0.1_τ 4_λ3, H 0.1_τ 2_λ3, and four additional
runs with linear decay of H . a Dimensional decay; b Dimensionless decay. The time dependent z i (included
in the definition of w∗ ) was taken as the height of the inversion for the blue curves, and the height of minimum
heat flux for the red curves. A run with constant H is also shown

We will use the criteria based on the capping inversion, which remains well defined even
when the heat flux becomes zero. We cannot explore criteria based on the profiles of humidity
or other tracers, because our study does not include these scalars.

3.3 Interpretation of the TKE Decay in the Log–Log Presentation is Dependent on
the Choice of the Time Origin
As stated in the introduction, the time evolution of the TKE decay in the CBL is typically
presented in a log–log plot. In Fig. 7a, the curve represents the time series of TKE (ē), averaged
over the boundary layer depth, for run H 0.1_τ 6_λ3. Following Sorbjan (1997), Nadeau et al.
(2011) and Rizza et al. (2013), we chose the time origin as the start of the afternoon transition,
and the normalization factors for time and energy as the initial convective eddy-turnover time
t∗0 and the initial vertical-velocity scale w∗0 2 . Hereafter, we refer to these scaling choices as
the traditional scaling framework. In this framework, the qualitative shape of [ē] is consistent
with previous results (Sorbjan 1997; Nadeau et al. 2011; Rizza et al. 2013). In particular,
during the late-afternoon transition, the absolute value of the slopes continuously increases
in time.
Searching for potential power-law regimes in the traditional scaling framework during the
evening transition, we plot in Fig. 7b a close-up view over this period of time. We observe
two approximately linear regions, indicating two regions for potential power-law scaling for
the decay of TKE: a first fast decay with an exponent of 9, followed by a slower decay with an
exponent of 3.4. We intentionally did not use any optimization method in order to select the
time limit between the two approximate power laws, and calculate the linear fits. Therefore,
attention should be drawn to the exponents’ order of magnitude, not to the exact numerical
values as specified in Fig. 7: a first fast (∼ t −9 ) decay during approximately 5t∗0 , and a
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7 Decay of TKE in run H 0.1_τ 6_λ3. a Log–log presentation where the time origin is defined as the afternoon transition start. The vertical line at 27.2 normalized time marks the beginning of the evening transition.
b Close-up view over the evening transition. c Linear presentation. The normalized time variable is indicated
on the lower axis and the upper axis, when the time origin is defined as the afternoon and evening transitions
start respectively. The grey curves correspond to the power laws deduced from the log–log presentation in
(b), the green curve corresponds to the power law deduced from the log–log presentation in (d), d log–log
presentation where the time origin is defined as the evening transition start

second slower (∼ t −3.5 ) decay during approximately 13t∗0 . On the linear plot of Fig. 7c one
sees that two power-law regimes, deduced from the log–log presentation on Fig. 7b, describe
well the decay of TKE during the evening transition for run H 0.1_τ 6_λ3.
To introduce the proposed scaling framework, we consider a transformation for the time
variable: t  → t − τ ≡ t˜, and plot [ē] against t˜, in a log–log presentation in Fig. 7d.
The normalized time at the start of the evening transition is 0. The time and energy units
for normalization are still defined as the convective eddy-turnover time and the verticalvelocity scale at the start of the afternoon transition (t∗0 and w∗0 2 ). Around 2t∗0 after the
evening transition starts, a unique power law describes well the decay until the end of the
simulation, and the corresponding decay exponent resulting from our fit is in the order of
1 (n = 0.87). On the linear plot of Fig. 7c showing the new power law (green curve), one
sees that a unique power-law regime describes well the decay of TKE during the evening
transition (after ≈ 2t0∗ ). Note that in the linear presentation of [ē], the shape of the curve is
invariant to the time coordinate translation. We ran additional simulations (not shown) with
prescribed linear decay of the heat flux; the results do not show deviations from the above
conclusions.
For the log–log presentation of the TKE decay we observe that a simple transformation
of the time coordinate leads to two different potential power-law scalings (Fig. 7b–d). For
run H 0.1_τ 6_λ3, in the case where the time origin is defined as the start of the afternoon
transition, two power laws are required to describe the decay (∼ t −9 and ∼ t −3.5 ). When
the time origin is defined as the start of the evening transition, a single power law (∼ t −1 ) is
sufficient for characterize the decay, after a period of time in the order of t∗0 . In the traditional
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scaling framework, the transition from the first to the second power law would indicate a
physical transition from two distinct regimes. Such transition, however, has no physical basis
in the absence of forcings and changes in the boundary conditions of the system. This physical
argument is in favour of our suggested scaling, where a single power law applies. In the next
section, we will give further support to the proposed scaling framework, by considering the
response of the TKE decay to various initial convective situations at the start of the afternoon
transition, and various durations of the afternoon transition.
One should be careful when interpreting the log–log presentation of [ē] in Fig. 7d. During
the first t∗0 of the evening transition, the curve in Fig. 7d gives the incorrect impression of a
very small TKE decay rate. After this early stage, the absolute value of the decay rate seems
to continuously increase in time, beyond approximately 2t∗0 , until the power law regime is
reached. This qualitative behavior is not consistent with the linear presentation in Fig. 7c,
where the decay of TKE is very fast during the first t0∗ of the early-evening transition. The
apparent very slow decay during the early-evening transition on the log–log presentation of
[ē] is just a consequence of the stretching/squeezing of the time scale.

3.4 Sensitivity of the Proposed Scaling Framework
3.4.1 Sensitivity to the Afternoon-Transition Duration and the Convective Initial
Condition
Four runs (H 0.1_τ 2_λ3, H 0.1_τ 4_λ3, H 0.1_τ 6_λ3, and H 0.1_τ 10_λ3) help us to understand the sensitivity of the traditional and proposed scaling frameworks to the duration of
the afternoon transition. Those runs have identical initial potential temperature and surface
fluxes, but differ with respect to their prescribed transition time scale. Since τ varies, the
normalized starting time of the evening transition also varies in the traditional scaling frame-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Decay of TKE in runs H 0.1_τ 10_λ3, H 0.1_τ 6_λ3, H 0.1_τ 4_λ3, H 0.1_τ 2_λ3. a Traditional scaling
framework. b Proposed scaling framework. For clarity, we plot only one line with a slope of −0.89
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Table 2 Decay exponents in the proposed scaling framework for all the runs
H (K m s−1 ), λ (K km−1 )

τ =2h

τ =4h

τ =6h

τ = 10 h

0.1, 3

0.94

0.89

0.87

0.89

0.2, 3

0.98

0.98

0.87

0.86

0.3, 3

0.99

0.95

1.0

0.94

0.1, 6

0.96

0.93

0.89

0.72

0.2, 6

0.98

0.91

0.88

0.88

0.3, 6

0.92

0.85

0.92

0.87

work. For each run, it results in two clearly distinguishable power-law regimes for the decay
of TKE. These power laws and their exponents are presented in Fig. 8a. The power-law
exponents increase with τ . For the fast regime, the exponent varies from ≈ 5 for τ = 2 h, to
≈ 13 for τ = 10 h. For the slower decay regime, the corresponding exponent varies between
2 and 5. The decay rate is not similar in the traditional scaling framework. Results from the
reanalysis of the data in the proposed scaling framework are shown in Fig. 8b. It is obvious
that the proposed scaling establishes a single power-law exponent throughout the considered
periods of time. The corresponding exponents (see Table 2) are in the order of 1 (and do
not vary by more than ±0.04). The observed deviations in TKE magnitude between the τ 2
and τ 10 lines are much smaller than anything else presented in the traditional scaling as
highlighted in Fig. 8a. More precisely, the lines in our scaling framework are almost parallel;
that is not the case in the traditional scaling framework. The proposed transformation of time
coordinate makes the decay rate largely independent of τ .
In the previous analysis based on Fig. 8, we focused on the decay of TKE for a set
of runs with the same convective initial condition. Now, we show the decay of TKE for
five different convective initial conditions (Fig. 9). The resulting decay exponents from the
proposed scaling framework are reported in Table 2. All these exponents are in the order
of 1, which is in line with our findings discussed above. The decay rate is therefore also
independent of the convective initial conditions. One sees on the right panels of Fig. 9 that
the curves are not perfect lines and show some fluctuations. However, the linear fit is a
very good approximation for the first-order decay. Note that for the results presented in the
traditional scaling framework in Fig. 9, we also find (not shown) a large dependence of the
decay exponents on τ , as in the analysis based on Fig. 8a.

3.4.2 Sensitivity to the Normalization Factors
As shown in the previous subsections, the decay exponent is independent of the initial convective condition, and τ ; the decay rate is therefore similar. However, the approximate initial
time when similarity is valid depends on τ . This is illustrated in Fig. 10a, where we normalize
[ē] by its initial value at the start of the evening transition (instead of w∗0 2 ), but the time
variable is still normalized by t∗0 . The initiation of the power-law regime is slightly delayed
as τ increases. In order to take into account this dependence on τ in the time normalization,
we define an eddy-turnover time at the start of the evening transition: tET ≡ (z i /[ē]1/2 )ET .
As HET ≡ 0, it is not possible to define the common convective eddy-turnover time at the
start of the evening transition. The result is shown in Fig. 10b. The data for various τ are
now collapsing to a single curve, and the power-law validity starts at ≈ 0.3tET . Replacing
t∗0 with tET does not change our results discussed in the previous sections (not shown).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 9 Decay of TKE in the traditional and proposed scaling frameworks, left and right panels respectively. The pair of panels in each row is associated with a given convective initial condition. a and b
Runs H 0.2_τ 10_λ3, H 0.2_τ 6_λ3, H 0.2_τ 4_λ3, H 0.2_τ 2_λ3. c and d Runs H 0.3_τ 10_λ3, H 0.3_τ 6_λ3,
H 0.3_τ 4_λ3, H 0.3_τ 2_λ3. e and f Runs H 0.1_τ 10_λ6, H 0.1_τ 6_λ6, H 0.1_τ 4_λ6, H 0.1_τ 2_λ6. g and h
Runs H 0.2_τ 10_λ6, H 0.2_τ 6_λ6, H 0.2_τ 4_λ6, H 0.2_τ 2_λ6. i and j Runs H 0.3_τ 10_λ6, H 0.3_τ 6_λ6,
H 0.3_τ 4_λ6, H 0.3_τ 2_λ6

Note that while introducing the proposed scaling framework (paragraph 4 in Sect. 3.3), we
chose to normalize time with the conventionally used t∗0 and not with tET , to emphasize the
importance of properly defining the time origin.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 Summarizing the decay of TKE for all the runs in the proposed scaling framework. Time and energy
units for normalization are chosen as t∗0 and [ē]ET in (a); tET and [ē]ET in (b)

4 Discussion
4.1 Simplifying Assumptions
We discuss the first simplifying assumption, H = 0. In reality, the heat flux becomes negative
when the evening transition starts, and a SBL develops. The region of the atmosphere which
is of interest is the layer above the growing near-surface stratification. We do not expect
the first-order decay of the bulk TKE in this layer to depend on the presence or absence of
a near-surface stratification. This is supported by the results shown in Fig. 11a, b, where
one can see that the proposed scaling framework works also when we prescribe a negative
heat flux. Note that the simulation with negative heat flux was run with 5-m isotropic grid
spacing to take into account the influence of the stable surface layer. The available/limited
computational resources did not allow us to conduct more simulations with negative heat
flux.
The second simplifying assumption is zero geostrophic wind speed. In the TKE budget,
the tendency changes according to the imbalance between buoyancy flux and dissipation.
Increasing the shear generation will of course increase the TKE tendency. However, increasing
TKE levels implies increasing dissipation. In addition, the response of the buoyancy flux to
increasing shear is not evident. Using LES experiments and considering an abrupt decay of
the heat flux, Pino et al. (2006) concluded: “In the case with no shear, turbulence decays
faster.” We conducted three additional runs with geostrophic wind speed (u g ) of 2, 6, and
12 m s−1 . Results are shown in Fig. 12 for one given convective initial condition, and three
values of τ (2, 4 and 6 h). Increasing the geostrophic wind speed reduces the decay rate, and a
constant TKE level is reached toward the end of the simulation due to shear production for the
high wind-speed cases. For the low wind-speed runs, u g = 2 m s−1 , the curves are parallel
(as first approximation) to the curves for the runs without wind. Therefore, the suggested
power-law scaling is still a good approximation for describing the decay.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Decay of TKE in run H 0.1_τ 4_λ3 with zero and negative H . a Traditional scaling framework. b
Proposed scaling framework. In the case with negative H , TKE is averaged between the top of the surface
stratification and the top inversion

Fig. 12 Decay of TKE in the proposed scaling framework for runs H 0.1_τ 2_λ3, H 0.1_τ 4_λ3, and
H 0.1_τ 6_λ3. Each colour is associated with a magnitude of the geostrophic wind. The colour code does
not distinguish between τ = 2, 4 and 6 h

The power-law scaling suggested herein could be verified in the studies of Nadeau et al.
(2011) and Rizza et al. (2013), by plotting TKE time series in a log–log plot with the time
origin defined at the time when the heat flux changes sign. In laboratory or field experiments,
mostly available pointwise measurements should be compared with care with our results
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which were deduced from the TKE average across the turbulent-layer depth. Knowledge
of the height dependence of the decay rates would allow a fairer comparison with local
measurements; a study currently underway addresses these issues. One would also question
if the low magnitudes of TKE predicted from our LES are not too small to be measured. Taking
run H 0.1_τ 4_λ3 with negative heat flux as an example and considering the time period when
the power-law scaling applies, we found that the dimensional TKE is approximately in the
interval [0.02 m2 s−2 , 0.2 m2 s−2 ]. These values are within the capabilities of state-of-the-art
measurements techniques.

4.2 Sensitivity of the TKE Decay During the Evening Transition to the
Abrupt/Gradual Heat-Flux Decay
The proposed scaling framework is useful for comparing the decay of TKE when the heat
flux is zero, between the cases where the previous heat-flux decay is abrupt or gradual. We
conducted one experiment where the heat flux abruptly decays to zero, and found that a
power law with an exponent of 1.2 is a good approximation for the decay of TKE, consistent
with previous results (Nieuwstadt and Brost 1986; Sorbjan 1997). In the case where the heat
flux gradually decays, previous results for the decay of TKE during the evening transition
deduced from the traditional scaling framework, report decay exponents in the order of
6  1.2 (Nadeau et al. 2011; Rizza et al. 2013). In these studies, where a heat loss to
the surface was taken into account, strong damping of turbulence due to the growing SBL
was suggested to justify the large decay rates of TKE. When presenting our results in the
traditional scaling framework, and despite the absence of a stable stratification due to heat
loss to the surface, we also find decay exponents much larger than 1.2. Therefore, damping
of turbulence due to the growing SBL does not explain the large decay rates for the bulk
TKE, deduced from the traditional scaling framework. In the proposed scaling framework,
we find a unique power-law regime with an exponent in the order of 1. When the heat flux is
zero, we do not have a physical explanation for whether the decay of TKE should be faster
or slower, depending on the abrupt or gradual previous decay of the heat flux. Yet, we proved
that one approach to this problem is sensitive to the choice of the scaling framework.

5 Conclusion
We propose a new scaling framework for the decay of the bulk TKE above the near-surface
stratification and below the capping inversion, in the core of the remnant daytime CBL, in
low-wind situations,


t −1
[ē]
∼
.
[ē]ET
tET
where [ē] is the TKE averaged over the boundary-layer depth (z i ), t is the time coordinate,
its origin is defined as the start of the evening transition, [ē]ET ≡ [ē] at the evening-transition
start, and tET ≡ (z i /[ē]1/2 ) at the evening-transition start.
We demonstrate in a concluding diagram (Fig. 13) that the decay of TKE from 0.3 of
normalized time and onward is similar in our proposed scaling framework, whereas the
traditional scaling framework does not reveal this similar behaviour. The traditional scaling
framework should therefore no longer be considered suitable for describing the decay of TKE
during the evening transition. During the afternoon transition, the decay of TKE scales with
the time-evolving heat flux and inversion depth, up to 0.7τ approximately. Future work will
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Fig. 13 Comparison of the two scaling frameworks. In the old scaling framework, the time origin is defined
as the start of the afternoon transition. In the new scaling framework, we redefine the time origin as the start
of the evening transition. τ is the duration of the afternoon transition

address the vertical dependence of the TKE decay, and the time change of energy distribution
among different scales.
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